
 
 

Chapter 2 

Installing ALOHA 

This chapter describes how to install ALOHA on a computer running Microsoft Windows 
or on a Macintosh computer. 

Before you install ALOHA 

Memory and hard disk space requirements  
In Windows... 
ALOHA runs in Microsoft Windows™. It requires about 2.5 megabytes of space on your 
hard drive.  

On a Macintosh... 
ALOHA runs on Apple Macintosh under System 7, 8 and 9 (in System OS X, ALOHA 
will run under Classic 9). You must have 3 megabytes of hard disk space available to 
load ALOHA. 

If you already have a previous version of ALOHA (5.2.3 or older) 
If you already have an version of ALOHA (5.2.3 or older) installed on your computer 
(either in Windows or on a Macintosh), the ALOHA installer will update your existing 
ALOHA files as follows: 

!" It will not overwrite the old ALOHA location library, CityLib; any location 
information you have added will be retained. However, for you to use your old 
location file, you must rename the file, CityLib.lib, and overwrite the CityLib.lib 
file in the new ALOHA Folder. 

!" It will replace your out-of-date chemical library, ChemLib, with the current 
version. Any chemical information you have added to the library will not be 
saved. You will need to re-enter that information into the new library after you 
have installed ALOHA. Because you will not be able to open a previous version 
of the chemical library using the current version of ALOHA, before you install 
ALOHA, be sure that you have a record in some other form of the information 
you have added to the library.  
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If you already have a previous version of ALOHA 5.3 
If you already have an version of ALOHA 5.3 installed on your computer (either in 
Windows or on a Macintosh), the ALOHA installer will update your existing ALOHA 
files as follows: 

!" It will not overwrite the ALOHA location library, CityLib.lib; any location 
information you have added will be retained. 

!" It will replace your out-of-date chemical library, ChemLib, with the current 
version. Any chemical information you have added to the library will not be 
saved. You will need to re-enter that information into the new library after you 
have installed ALOHA. Because you will not be able to open a previous version 
of the chemical library using the current version of ALOHA, before you install 
ALOHA, be sure that you have a record in some other form of the information 
you have added to the library.  

Whether or not you have a previous version of ALOHA installed on your computer, 
follow the instructions below to install the current version. 

Installing ALOHA Windows 
To obtain the latest version of ALOHA, go to the following web site: 

http://www.epa.gov/ceppo/cameo/ 

Click on Request CAMEO on this page. The EPA "Get CAMEO" page should appear. 
Under Download CAMEO, click on the third item, 3. Go to the ALOHA Download 
Page. Under Downloading the Program, click on Download ALOHA for Windows. 
Follow the directions and save the aloha.exe file on your hard drive. 

Making the installation 
1.  Exit all Windows programs before beginning the installation. 

2.  In Windows, double click on the ALOHAInstaller. 

3.  Follow the instructions on your screen to install ALOHA. 

In Windows, the installer creates an Aloha program icon in the Start menu’s Programs. 
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New Aloha program installed in Start menu (Windows 95/98/NT):  

 

Your new Aloha menu will include... 
ALOHA, the main ALOHA program. To run ALOHA, in Windows 95, 98,NT, ME 
or XP, in the Start menu, point to Programs, then Aloha, then click Aloha.  

Installing ALOHA on a Macintosh  
To obtain the latest version of ALOHA, go to the following web site: 

http://www.epa.gov/ceppo/cameo/ 

Click on Request CAMEO on this page. The EPA "Get CAMEO" page should appear. 
Under Download CAMEO, click on the third item, 3. Go to the ALOHA Download 
Page. Under Downloading the Program, click on Download ALOHA for Macintosh. 
Follow the directions and save the alohains.sit.hqx file on your desktop. 

Making the installation 
1. If the alohains.sit.hqx file does not automatically expand to produce the ALOHA 

Installer, then double-click on the alohains.sit.hqx file on the desktop - this will 
expand the .hqx file and produce the ALOHA Installer on the desktop. (StuffIt 
Expander should be part of both System 9 and 10.  If your Macintosh computer does 
not have StuffIt Expander, you can download a free copy at the following web site: 
http://www.stuffit.com/mac/expander/)  

2. Double-click the “ALOHA Installer” program icon. 

3. Read the introductory information, then click Install to install ALOHA on your hard 
drive.  
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If you already have a previous version of ALOHA, your ALOHA files will be placed 
either in your existing ALOHA Folder or in a new ALOHA Folder on the top level of 
your hard drive (or startup volume, if you have more than one hard drive). If you also are 
installing CAMEO on your computer, we recommend that you place the ALOHA Folder 
inside your CAMEO Folder. You can move the ALOHA Folder to any location on your 
hard drive, but don’t remove any ALOHA files from this folder. 

Your new ALOHA Folder will contain the following program, folder and file... 

!" ALOHA is the main program.  

!" AlohalLib is a folder that contains both the CityLib and ChemLib.  

!" ALOHA.prf is a file that contains specific preference information. 

 

Your AlohaLib folder contains files which ALOHA uses to perform various tasks. 
ALOHA uses the ChemLib.idx and CityLib.idx files to keep track of the information in 
those two libraries. The “ALOHA.prf” file contains your preferences for measurement 
units for information displayed in ALOHA. Do not delete any files in the AlohaLib 
folder. 
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